Abstract-We consider two matrix-valued data sets that are modeled as low-rank-correlated-signal-plus-Gaussian noise. When empirical canonical correlation analysis (CCA) is used to infer these latent correlations, there is a broad regime, where this inference will fail, which was classified by Bao and collaborators in the limit of high dimensionality and sample size. This regime includes the setting, previously considered by Pezeshki and collaborators, where the sample size is less than the combined dimensionality of the data sets. We revisit this detection problem by first observing that the empirically estimated canonical correlation coefficients are the singular values of the inner products between the right singular vectors of the two data sets. Motivated by random matrix theory insights, we propose an algorithm, which we label informative CCA (ICCA), that infers the presence of latent correlations by considering the singular values of only the informative right singular vectors of each data set. We establish fundamental detection limits for ICCA and show that it dramatically outperforms empirical CCA in broad regimes, where empirical CCA provably fails. We extend our theoretical analysis to the setting, where the data sets have randomly missing data and for more general noise models. Finally, we validate our theoretical results with numerical simulations and a real-world experiment.
I. INTRODUCTION
C ANONICAL correlation analysis (CCA) is a classical joint multidimensional dimensionality reduction algorithm for inferring or learning latent correlations present in two datasets [1] . CCA learns a linear transformation for each dataset such that the transformed features have maximal correlation. Often, canonical correlation analysis is the first step in algorithms that aim to fuse the information in the datasets to improve inference in the context of tasks involving the detection, estimation, classification, and prediction of correlated signals. CCA has been used in in machine learning [2] - [6] , medical signal processing, [7] - [15] , economics [16] , climatology [17] - [19] , and classical signal processing like Wiener filters [20] and array processing [21] .
In practice, when the population covariance and crosscovariance matrices of the two datasets are unknown, they must be estimated from data. Empirical CCA relies on plugin estimates for these quantities. When the number of samples is large relative to the combined dimensionality of the two datasets, empirical CCA performs well in the sense that the empirical canonical correlation coefficients can be used to reliably infer the presence of correlated signals buried in noise. However, when the sample size is less than the combined dimensionality of the datasets the nthe empirical canonical correlation coefficients will deterministically equal one, irrespective of whether there is a correlated signal in the datasets [22] . This observation led Pezeshki, Scharf et al to correctly conclude that in this regime ... the empirical canonical correlations are defective and may not be used as estimates of canonical correlations between random variables.
He et al. [21] used extensive simulations to make a similar observation about the deficiencies of empirical CCA in the sample size limited regime.
Recently, Bao et al [23] rigorously studied the limiting behavior of the empirical canonical correlation coefficients for the setting where the population covariance matrix is arbitrary but the cross-covariance matrix is low rank. Their work establishes the fundamental asymptotic limits of empirical CCA based detection of correlated signals in noise in the general setting where the dimensionality of the system is of the same order as the number of samples used to form the empirical covariance and cross-covariance matrices. A conclusion from this analysis is the existence of a phase transition threshold, which separates the regime where the low-rank signals are correlated and can be detected using empirical CCA from a regime where they remain correlated but cannot be detected using empirical CCA. More 0018-9448 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
importantly, this phase transition threshold depends explicitly on the degree of correlation between the signals. Particularly, as the correlation decreases, the minimum (eigen) signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) above which reliable detection is possible increases. Moreover, when there are not enough samples relative to the combined dimensionality of the system, which includes the regime studied by Pezeshki et al [22] , then the empirical correlation coefficients will tend to one regardless of whether there is a correlated signal or not, thereby crippling the inferential utility of empirical CCA based detection for the kinds of high-dimensional "large-p-relatively-small-n" type problems that arise in modern signal processing and machine learning [24] - [28] . These results might convey to a practitioner that it is not theoretically possible to detect the presence of correlated signals in two datasets for modern and emerging high dimensional inferential problems. It is against this backdrop that we revisit this problem from first principles. We consider the setting where the individual matrix-valued datasets can be modeled as low-rank-correlated-signals-plus-noise type matrices; this model is motivated by the ubiquity and success of lowrank models in practice [29] - [33] . We utilize the results of Bao et al [23] and Pezeshki et al [22] to establish the fundamental limits of empirical CCA for this model. We then reconsider the connection between the canonical correlation coefficients and angles between subspaces, and propose a simple modification to empirical CCA, which builds on the work in [34] , that we label Informative CCA (ICCA). We show that empirical CCA infers the presence of latent correlations by considering the singular values of a matrix formed using all of the right singular vectors of the individual signal-plus-noise matrices. In the regime where empirical CCA fails, a subset of the right singular vectors of the individual matrices are "informative", i.e., positively correlated with the latent signal singular vectors. This insight motivates our development of ICCA which infers the presence of latent correlations by considering the singular values of a matrix formed using only these "informative" principal right singular vectors of the individual signal-plus-noise matrices. In the setting where the noise matrix is i.i.d. Gaussian, we also provide a principled approach, that leverages using results from random matrix theory [35] , for selecting the number of informative components.
We then establish the fundamental limits of inference using ICCA and bring into sharp focus phase transitions that separate a regime where ICCA reliably infers (in an asymptotic sense that we make precise) the presence of a correlated signal from a regime where the correlation is present but ICCA fails. By comparing the derived fundamental limits of ICCA with the fundamental limits for empirical CCA derived by Bao et al [23] , we are able to show that ICCA provably succeeds in reliably detecting correlations in the sample deficient regime where empirical CCA provably fails. Throughout this paper, when we say an algorithm "provably succeeds" we will mean that the difference between the test statistic for the pure noise setting versus correlated signal setting is almost surely positive. When we say that that the algorithm "provably fails" we mean that this difference is almost surely zero. The analysis also reveals that the detection performance of ICCA does not depend on the correlation coefficient, a very nice benefit over empirical CCA whose performance does depend on the correlation coefficient. We show that our algorithm extends readily to the widely considered missing data setting [36] - [40] and our analysis reveals that the benefits of ICCA over empircal CCA hold for this setting as well as for a class of generalized noise models such as those considered in [41] .
The ICCA algorithm itself is relatively straightforward and we suspect that many practitioners have used it or are already using it because they have observed numerically that it "works" when empirical CCA does not. The main contribution of this work is the establishment of a principled, mathematically rigorous framework that justifies the use of ICCA based detection of correlated signals and the development of rigorous performance guarantees for when we expect ICCA to succeed and the sorts of performance improvements we can expect relative to empirical CCA. To the best of our knowledge, this is novel; in a subsequent paper we will provide performance guarantees for canonical vectors estimated using ICCA. The analysis of ICCA uses results established in [41] and [42] and extends them to consider the new test statistic proposed herein. To that end, Theorem 5.1, which is a crucial tool used to prove Theorem 5.2, might be of independent interest to readers with theoretical leanings. In addition to our many main results, we present some theoretical conjectures that we believe to be true but which we were not able to prove. Proving these conjectures will require a precise characterization of the limiting behavior of of the empirical canonical correlation coefficients and their fluctuations and the fluctuation behavior of the ICCA test statistic. We provide empirical evidence to lend credence to our conjectures and hope that this will provide theoretically inclined readers with an impetus for bridging this gap. This paper is organized as follows. We provide the linear low-rank-correlated-signal-plus-noise data model in Section II. We then derive the solution of CCA in Section III and show how to estimate the number of correlated components from its solution. In Section IV, we derive the empirical version of CCA using sample covariance matrices, highlight the connection to angles between subspaces, and exploit that connection to present our proposed ICCA algorithm. We then provide statistical tests to estimate the number of correlated components present in the datasets for both empirical CCA and ICCA. We summarize our main theoretical results in Section V, highlighting fundamental detection limits for empirical CCA (based on the work of Bao et al [23] ) and ICCA (based on results we derive in this paper). We extend this analysis to the missing data and non-Gaussian noise settings. We verify these theoretical results both on simulated data and real-world datasets in Section VI. Finally, we provide concluding remarks in Section VII.
II. SETUP
We assume that we are given n observations of each dataset, which we stack columnwise to form two data matrices
It is important to note that the number of observations of each dataset must be the same and that the observations come in pairs. For i = 1, . . . , n, let x i ∈ C p×1 and y i ∈ C q×1 be modeled as
where 
Note that we may write s
, we may write our data matrices in (1) as the sum of a low-rank signal matrix and noise matrix
III. CANONICAL CORRELATION ANALYSIS AND ITS VARIANTS Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) is a dimensionality reduction algorithm that finds linear transformations for x i and y i such that in the projected spaces, the transformed variables are maximally correlated. Specifically, CCA solves the following optimization problem
Substituting the change of variables w x = R 
Examining the optimization problem in (8), we can immediately see that the solution to CCA may be solved via the SVD of the matrix
Define 
) is a p × q matrix whose diagonal elements are the singular values of C cca . Therefore, the solution to (8) is
We can obtain higher order canonical correlations and vectors by taking successive singular value and vector pairs. From this solution, it is clear that the number of non-zero canonical correlation coefficients is exactly equal to the rank of C cca . Recalling the definitions in (4), R x x and R yy are non-singular so we have that
Therefore, when we know all parameters, k is exactly the number of non-zero singular values of K xy . We note that k ≤ min(k x , k y ). Our objective is to infer the number of nonzero canonical correlation coefficients from data.
IV. DETECTION OF CORRELATED SIGNALS USING EMPIRICAL AND INFORMATIVE CCA
In many applications, we do not know the covariance matrices R x x , R yy , and R xy a priori and hence the quantities in (4) are unknown. Consequently, we cannot determine the number of canonical correlation coefficients by examining the rank of R xy . Instead, given the data matrices in (1), we form estimates of our unknown covariance matrices via
Define the data SVDs of the matrices in (1) as
and trimmed matrices
Substituting the SVDs of sample analogs of the matrices in (9), reveals the insight ( [34, Eq. (6)]) that the matrix C cca can be estimated as
We denote the singular values of this matrix by ρ ( j ) cca for j = 1, . . . , min( p, q); these are precisely the empirical CCA correlation coefficients. Empirical CCA can return up to min( p, q) canonical correlations; however, we know from the data model in (2) that X and Y have k x and k y underlying signals, respectively. As k x and k y are unknown, let k x and k y be estimates of the number of underlying signals in each dataset. As a consequence of (6) we define the plug-in estimates of ρ cca , as the min( k x , k y ) singular values of C cca as
For now, we assume that we are given k x and k y , but we will return to the problem of estimating these parameters from data. To estimate the canonical vectors, we use the corresponding left and right singular vectors of C cca , f i and g i to form
When the number of samples is less than the combined dimension of the datasets (n < p + q), the largest singular value of C cca is deterministically one [22] , regardless of whether an underlying correlation actually exists between the datasets. This is a very unfortunate property of empirical CCA as many of the motivating applications operate in this lowsample, high-dimensionality regime. A key observation in [34] shows that the singular values of C cca are exactly the same as the singular values of V H x V y . This is a min( p, n) × min(q, n) matrix that uses all right singular vectors of each dataset corresponding to a non-zero singular value. However, under the low-rank signal-plus-noise model, [34] shows that only a few of the right singular vectors actually contain informative signal. Therefore, by trimming V x and V y to have only k x and k y columns, we can avoid the performance loss of empirical CCA in the sample deficient regime. Define the trimmed data SVDs
Given these definitions, we define the informative CCA (ICCA) matrix
Similar to empirical CCA, define the top min(
To estimate the ICCA canonical vectors, we use the corresponding left and right singular vectors of C icca , f i and g i , to form
For completeness, we will address the problem of estimating the canonical vectors in a subsequent paper.
A. New Statistical Tests for Correlation Detection
Given the canonical correlation estimates from CCA and ICCA, we can estimate the number of canonical correlations using the test statistics
where ½ {·} is the indicator function and
Here F cca and F icca are the distributions of the square of the largest singular value of C cca and C icca for the null setting where V x and V y are the min(n, p) and min(n, q) columns of two independent Haar (or isotropically random) distributed n × n matrices. The exact distribution of the squared singular values of C cca and C icca in the null model is given in [43] . The distributions of the square of the largest singular value of C cca and C icca in the null model may be approximated to second-order by the Tracy-Widom law [24] as
where σ n, p,q is a scaling parameter and μ n, p,q is a centering parameter and TW R,C is the appropriate Tracy-Widom law for either real or complex data. See Tables III and IV of [35] for values of these parameters as well as algorithms to determine k x and k y . For a similar high dimensional analysis, see [25] .
V. MAIN RESULTS
In this section we summarize the main theoretical results for empirical CCA and our new ICCA algorithm. We derive parameter regimes where the estimates in (18) correctly infer the presence of correlated signals. We then extend these results to include the cases when the data matrices have missing entries and when the additive noise of the data model in (2) is not Gaussian. A consequence of Proposition 5.1 is that the sample canonical correlation coefficients obtained using empirical CCA will equal one even when there is no correlation signal present in the datasets. We now establish the limiting behavior of the sample canonical correlation coefficients for the regime where they are not deterministically equal to one. The following proposition is a result presented in [23] , adopted using our notation.
Proposition 5.2: Let n, p, q → ∞ such that p/n → c x and q/n → c y . Assume that p
cca be the i -th largest singular value of C cca generated from data modeled in (2) . Then these singular values behave as
where κ i are the singular values of K xy and
and
Proof: See [23] for original proof our see our appendix for a proof providing the necessary mathematical manipulations to transform our data model to the one used in [23] .
Proposition 5.2 brings into sharp focus the existence of a phase transition that separates a regime where the sample canonical correlation coefficients can be used to infer the presence of a correlated signal from a regime where it cannot. The phase transition boundary depends on the correlation between the signals in the two datasets via the κ i quantity. We will empirically verify this result by [23] and use it as a baseline for CCA to which we will compare our new estimate, ICCA.
The empirical CCA estimate of the number of correlated components is given by (18 (14) of the data matrices generated from the data model in (2) . In the asymptotic setting of Theorem 7.1 with p/n → c x and q/n → c y
and 
icca be the i -th largest singular value of C icca defined as in (15) . Then, for data modeled as in (2) , we have that if 1 and n. We compute k x and k y using Algorithm 2 of [35] for a significance value of α = 0.01. Using these estimates, we compute ρ (1) cca as the largest singular value of C cca as in (12) and ρ (1) icca as the largest singular value of C icca as in (16) . We then estimate the number of correlated signals k cca and k icca via (18) for a significance level of α = 0.01. We repeat this for 10000 trials and compute the percentage of trials where k cca = 1 and k icca = 1. We plot log 10 of these percentages for multiples values of θ and n. We plot the theoretical phase transition of empirical CCA (given in Proposition 5.2 that relies on [23] Proof: See Appendix. Analogous to the empirical CCA setting, let (18) . Then we have that
C. Extension to Missing Data
We now consider the setting where our data matrices X and Y have missing entries. In such as setting, our matrices are modeled similar to (5) but with additional masking matrices
where
1 with probability γ x 0 with probability 1 − γ x ,
1 with probability γ y 0 with probability 1 − γ y and denotes the Hadamard or element-wise product. Throughout this section we make the following assumption on the entries of U x , U y , V x , V y . Recall the definitions for x and y in (3). This assumption ensures that the columns of these matrices are not "spiked". constants η u,x , C u,x , η u,y , C u,y , η v,x , C v,x ,η v,y , C v,y independent of p, q and n, such that for  i = 1, . . . , k x and j = 1, . . . , k y ,
In the missing data setting, our optimization problem remains unchanged from (6), whose solution is given via the eigenvalue decomposition of C cca in (11) . The only difference comes from the fact that the sample covariance matrices are formed via the data matrices in (27) , which contain missing elements. In the same manner of Section V-B, we wish to provide performance guarantees in the presence of missing data. The theorem below characterizes this behavior. We proceed as in [44] and extensively use the results derived there. The two theorems are very similar except that in the case of missing data, we simply replace x with γ x x and y with γ y y . Therefore, missing data has the effect of decreasing the SNR of our problem. (27) , we have that if 
where r c and d r are given in (22) and (23) , respectively, and
Proving Conjectures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 requires a finer understanding of fluctuations of the test statistic than we presently have.
D. Generalized Noise Model
Finally, we provide a performance guarantee for nonGaussian noise matrix models in (2). 
be the empirical singular value distribution defined by the probability measure We plot the contours for 1/c = 10 and 1/c = 3. These plots clearly demonstrate that the ICCA limits are independent of ρ = P xy while those for empirical CCA are highly dependent on ρ = P xy . For a fixed number of samples (fixed c), ICCA can reliably detect the presence of a correlated signal at lower SNR values than empirical CCA.
We assume that the probability measure μ Z and γ = γ x = γ y . We compute k x and k y as using Algorithm 2 of [35] for a significance value of α = 0.01. Using these estimates, we compute ρ (1) cca as the largest singular value of C cca as in (12) and ρ (1) icca as the largest singular value of C icca as in (16) . We then estimate the number of correlated signals k cca and k icca via (18) for a significance level of α = 0.01. We repeat this for 10000 trials and compute the percentage of trials where k cca = 1 and k icca = 1. We plot log 10 of these percentages for multiples values of θ and n. We plot the theoretical performance limit of empirical CCA (given in Conjecture 5. 
Define the notation
Proof: This result follows from the proof of Theorem 5.2 using the analysis in [41] . This is the more general result to Theorem 5.2 as it is applicable to non-Gaussian noise. See [44] for a discussion on computing D-transforms in practice.
VI. EMPIRICAL RESULTS

A. Simulated Data
We first showcase the accuracy of the detection boundary for both empirical CCA and ICCA described in Proposition 5.2 and Theorem 5.2. We consider a rank-1 setting (k x = k y = 1) and generate data from (2) for fixed p = q = 150 over various number of samples n, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
1 , and various ρ = P xy . In this setting, there is only one correlated signal so k = 1 and the detection boundary becomes a phase transition. We then form matrices X and Y and compute ρ (1) cca and ρ (1) icca from the SVD of of C cca and C icca , respectively. Using these correlation estimates, we compute the estimated number of correlated components via (18) for a significance level of α = 0.01. For a fixed set of parameters (n, θ , ρ) we repeat the above process for 10000 trials and determine the percentage of trials where we detect k cca = 1 and k icca = 1. In all simulations, we use Algorithm 2 of [35] to estimate k x and k y using a significance level of α = 0.01. Figure 1 plots the log 10 of this percentage for empirical CCA and ICCA for two values of ρ. On each plot, we overlay the empirical CCA detection boundary given by Proposition 5.2 using a solid white line and the ICCA detection boundary given by Theorem 5.2 using a dashed white line.
From this figure, we see that for smaller ρ, it is more difficult for empirical CCA to detect the presence of the correlated signal. However, ICCA is very robust to the underlying correlation; the ICCA detection boundary in Theorem 5.2 does not depend on the value of ρ. We also verify Proposition 5.1 showing that when n < 300, it is impossible to detect the presence of correlated signals using empirical CCA because ρ cca = 1 deterministically. With ICCA, we avoid this undesirable property and can still detect the presence of a correlated signal for very small n and θ . This figure also provides evidence for Conjectures 5.1 and 5.2.
Next, we explore the minimum 1/c for c = c x = c y needed to reliably detect k = 1 correlated signal in the experiment setting described for Figure 1 . As c = p/n = q/n, the minimum 1/c is equivalent to the minimum number of samples needed for fixed dimensions. Using the theoretical phase transitions in Proposition 5.2 and Theorem 5.2, we From this figure, we once again observe that the performance of ICCA is independent of the value of ρ = P xy , while the performance of empirical CCA is highly dependent on the correlation. This figure allows us to showcase that ICCA is theoretically better than empirical CCA in all parameter regimes as ICCA can achieve the same performance of empirical CCA given fewer samples at a lower SNR.
B. Simulated Missing Data
Next, we demonstrate the accuracy of the performance limits for both empirical CCA and ICCA in the setting of missing data described in Theorem 5.3 and Conjecture 5.3. Again, we consider a rank-1 setting (k x = k y = 1) but generate data from (27) for fixed p = q = 150 over various number of samples n, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
1 , various ρ = P xy (so that k = 1), and also various percentages of missing data γ = γ x = γ y . In all simulations, we use Algorithm 2 of [35] to estimate k x and k y using a significance level of α = 0.01. We stack the data into matrices X and Y and compute ρ (1) cca and ρ (1) icca from the SVD of of C cca and C icca , respectively. Using these correlation estimates, we compute the estimated number of correlated components via (18) for a significance level of α = 0.01. For a fixed set of parameters (n, θ , ρ, γ ) we repeat the above process for 10000 trials and determine the percentage of trials where we detect k cca = 1 and k icca = 1. Figure 3 plots the log 10 of this percentage for empirical CCA and ICCA, respectively. We overlay the ICCA performance boundary given by Theorem 5.3 in a dashed line and the empirical CCA performance boundary given by Conjecture 5.3 in a solid line.
From these figures, we observe that Theorem 5.3 and Conjecture 5.3 accurately predict the phase transition for both (13) . The red pixels correspond to the vector with the highest correlation, the green pixels correspond to the vector with the second highest correlation, and the blue pixels correspond to the vector with the third highest correlation in Figure 6 in the low-sample regime (n < p + q) where empirical CCA deterministically fails. In this missing data setting, we once again observe that the value of ρ affects the phase transition for empirical CCA but not for ICCA; it is harder for CCA to detect signals with small correlations.
C. Controlled Flashing Lights Experiment
To verify the effectiveness of ICCA for real world applications, we conducted a controlled experiment consisting of 5 stationary flashing lights and two stationary iPhone cameras. 1 Figure 4 shows the left and right camera views at one time point of our experiment and manually identifies each source. The 5 sources are a blue flashing police light (BPL) outlined in the green rectangle, one phone with a flashing strobe light (PH1) outlined in the dark blue rectangle, another phone with a flashing strobe light (PH2) outlined in a red rectangle, a tablet with a flashing screen (T1) outlined in the magenta rectangle, and a red flashing police light (RPL) outlined in the cyan rectangle. From left to right, the left camera can see BPL, PH1, and PH2. From left to right, the right camera can see PH2, T1, and RPL. Therefore, both cameras share the common signal of PH2.
To synchronize the cameras we used the RecoLive MultiCam iPhone app. 2 After turning on all light sources, we recorded 30 seconds of video at 30 frames per second. The resolutions of the iPhone's cameras were both 1920 × 1080 pixels. To post-process the video data, we first converted the video streams to grayscale and then downsampled each spatial dimension by a factor of 8, resulting in a resolution of 240 × 135. We then vectorized each image and stacked the 900 frames into data matrices, both of dimension 32400×900. Finally, we subtract the mean from each dataset so that we may run empirical CCA and ICCA on the zero-mean datasets, X left and Y right . We know from our setup that each camera has 3 independent sources. Figure 5 plots the singular values of X left and Y right . However, PCA does not provided any information about whether the identified signals are correlated across cameras. To identify correlated pixels between the cameras, we run empirical CCA and ICCA after each new video frame. For frame , we construct the 32400 × submatrices X left and Y right by taking the matrix of the first original vectorized frames and zero meaning it. We then use these matrices as the input to empirical CCA and ICCA. Using our knowledge of 3 sources present in each camera, we set k x = k y = 3. Figure 6 plots the top 3 correlation coefficients returned by empirical CCA and ICCA over the first 800 frames. Intuitively, empirical CCA returns perfect correlation as we have only a few frames but a large dimension (pixels).
Using these singular values returned by empirical CCA and ICCA, we can set a threshold via (20) to determine which ones indicate the presence of a correlated signal between the datasets. Examining Figure 6 , we can easily accomplish this for ICCA as the top two singular values separate from the third. However, as we operate in the sample deficient regime, we cannot set such a threshold for empirical CCA to detect the presence of correlated signals. We overlay the thresholded unit-norm canonical vectors (defined in (13) and (17)) onto the original images in Figure 7 for both empirical CCA and ICCA. From this figure, we observe that the empirical CCA canonical vectors appear to be very random and noisy. The ICCA canonical vectors correctly identify both sources of correlation in our dataset.
Given that our experiment setup has only one shared flashing light, it is initially surprising that ICCA returns a two large singular values. Examining the ICCA canonical vector overlay in Figure 7 , we observe that this correlation corresponds to RPL and BPL. Figure 8 examines the right singular vectors returned by PCA corresponding to RPL and BPL. We observe that these light sources have approximately the same period and even though they were started at random times, they are in approximate antiphase, making them correlated. This is especially interesting because neither camera can see both sources, but ICCA is still able to reveal a latent correlation inherent in the period and phase of these lights.
D. Controlled Flashing Lights With Missing Data
Using the same dataset in the previous section, we add missing data to each frame independently. 3 We set γ = γ x = γ y = 0.75 so that about 25% of the pixels are set to 0. We generate the missing pixels independently for each camera and for each frame. We then process the data exactly as above without missing data. We note that in this setup, our light sources do not obey the low-coherence condition, but we still run ICCA to demonstrate its robustness. Particularly, source PH1 occupies only a small number of pixels so that it has a very spiked signal and violates the low-coherence assumption the most. In this missing data framework, PCA cannot detect this source. However, this source is independent of all other (16) . ICCA correctly identifies two sources of correlation. As our data matrices now have missing data, it takes more frames for ICCA to identify the two sources of correlations. For both figures, γ x = γ y = 0.75 so that 25% of our pixels are missing. This figure is analogous to Figure 6 , which observes all data so that γ x = γ y = 1. signals as so we will still be able to detect all correlated signal in the setting of Theorem 5.3. Figure 9 overlays the thresholded canonical vectors (defined in (13) and (17)) corresponding to the top 2 singular values for both empirical CCA and ICCA after 800 frames. Unsurprisingly, empirical CCA is still unable to detect the two correlated signals because in this regime the top singular values are deterministically one and the corresponding canonical vectors are uninformative. However, ICCA is able to detect our correlated signals even in the presence of missing data. The colored pixels clearly identify our two sources of correlation. Figure 10 plots the top 3 singular values returned by empirical CCA and ICCA. Unsurprisingly, the singular values reported by CCA are 1 and uninformative. However, once we collect enough frames, there are two large singular values reported by ICCA that identify the two sources of correlation in our dataset. Similar to the above discussion, we can set a threshold via (20) to determine which ones indicate the presence of a correlated signal between the datasets.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we explored the problem of detecting correlations present in exactly two datasets when the covariance and cross-covariance matrices are unknown and estimated from training data. We showcased that the standard algorithm, empirical CCA, fails to detect such correlations when the number of training samples is limited. Motivated by insights from random matrix theory, we presented informative CCA (ICCA), which can reliably detect correlations present in low-rankcorrelated-signal-plus-noise type datasets. We then extended this analysis to the case of missing data and showcased the improved detection performance of ICCA on both synthetic and real-world examples.
This paper assumed a low-rank-correlated-signal-plus-noise data model, which is ubiquitous in signal processing applications. We note that depending on the application, the linear, low-rank-correlated-signal-plus-noise data model may be inappropriate. In such a setting, kernel CCA (KCCA) [45] , [46] uses the kernel trick to first map the data into a higher dimensional space before running CCA. The performance analysis of such kernel methods for non-linear data models is important future work. Proving Conjectures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 remains an open problem and important area of future work. Finally, in a future paper we will characterize the accuracy of the empirical canonical vector estimates and provide a new estimate that uses insights from random matrix theory.
APPENDIX
Proof of Proposition 5.2
Bao et al. [23] proved this result for a slightly simplified model. Here we provide the linear transformations to recover their model. We may write our data matrices X and Y jointly via,
where W 1 is a p × n matrix with independent N (0, 1) entries and W 2 is an independent q × n matrix with independent N (0, 1). As p + q < n, R x x and R yy are non-singular. Define
With the definitions of the covariance matrices in (4), we have that R
From this expression, it is clear why we defined K xy as we originally did. Let U K xy K V K xy be the SVD of K xy , where K is the k x × k y matrix with κ j along the
Transforming X and Y to X and Y preserves the canonical correlation estimates because our transformation matrix is nonsingular. After this transformation, we follow the proof from Bao et al. [23] with 
−→ 0.
Proof: The result of this theorem may be of interest outside of this paper for analysis of similar low-rank signalplus-noise matrix models. We will use this theorem to prove Theorem 5.1. We begin with a technical lemma needed to prove the theorem. 
Similarly, for all i, j,
Xv j a.s.
Proof: The proof of Lemma 4.1 in [41] proves both of these statements.
We now are in a position to prove Theorem 7.1. If w ∈ span(u 1 , . . . , u k ), then Theorem 2.10 c) of [41] proves our result. If w ∈ span(u 1 , . . . , u k ), then we may write
where w u ∈ span(u 1 , . . . , u k ) and w ⊥ u is in the orthocomplement of span(u 1 , . . . , u k ). Therefore applying Theorem 2.10 c) of [41] w,
so we only must focus on w ⊥ u .
Based on their definitions, X X H u i = θ 2 i u i and X H u i = θ i v. Using the fact that X = P + X, we have
Proof of Theorem 5.1
The entries of the matrix Notice that we may write
for some arbitrary unit-norm vector w x that is orthogonal to V x (:, i ), some arbitrary unit-norm vector w y that is orthogonal to V y (:, j ), and constants a, b, and c. With these observations, we have 
o t h e r w i s e . Therefore,
Using the expression for V y (:, j ) in (30), we have
o t h e r w i s e .
Therefore, |a| a.s.
Proof of Theorem 5.2
For ICCA, recall that
When k x = k x and k y = k y , the estimate of the number of correlated signals becomes
To prove the theorem, we want to show that (α y,1 , . . . , α y,k y ) so that we may write Examining σ max ( ), we observe that
Using the fact that δ i j a.s. 
Proof of Theorem 5.3
Defining P x = U x V H x We may write (27) as
Similarly, we may write Y = Y + P y where Y = γ y P y + Z y .
First we show that the maximum singular value of P x and 
To characterize the largest singular value of P x , we want to use Latala's theorem [47] , which states that for a matrix A with independent mean zero random entries with bounded fourth moment These expressions satisfy the conditions on Latala's theorem. Therefore, by substituting these expressions into Latala's theorem with the bound in (32), we have
By concentration and convexity of the largest singular value (see [44, p . 3015]), we have that in our asymptotic regime
a.s.
−→ 0.
Using a similar argument
−→ 0.
Therefore we have that X → γ x P x + Z x Y → γ y P y + Z y .
Examining Z x , we have E Z 
